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In the originally published article, labels of Figures 1B-1D and 2A-2C contain spelling errors in important technical terms. Specifically, Figures 1B-1D, 2A and 2B state \"Mometum\" whereas the correct term is \"Momentum,\" and the y-axis label of Figure 2C says \"variacne\" instead of \"variance\". Additionally, the title of Figures 2A and 2B have been corrected to proper spellings of \"Homogeneous\" and \"Inhomogeneous.\" The corrections of these typos do not affect any of the reported results or conclusions of the paper but nevertheless should be stated correctly. The authors sincerely apologize to the readers for this unintended lack of thoroughness and any confusion that may have resulted from these typos.Figure 1. Comparison of Training Convergence for Momentum and Adaptive Learning under Different Background Noise Conditions (corrected)Figure 1. Comparison of Training Convergence for Momentum and Adaptive Learning under Different Background Noise Conditions (original)Figure 2. Training Convergence Properties of Momentum and Adaptive Learning (corrected)Figure 2. Training Convergence Properties of Momentum and Adaptive Learning (original)
